Russians call US aggressors
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**Berkeley SDS enters Iranian controversy**

A telegram signed by the Students Organization (UCSB) and said: "...condemns the recent attacks on the administration against two of our Iranian brothers and demands the immediate drop of all charges."

The first telegram, which is reproduced above, threatens to charge against two Iranian students arrested during Poly Royal and denounces the "government really want to stop the aggression in Cambodia." He accused the United States of carrying out "barbarous bombings" and setting up concentration camps in Southeast Asia. "Who gave the United States the right to be the judge of what is good or bad for other peoples? Who gave it the right to be an international condemning body?"

"Nobody gave them this right," he warned, "the result of the invasion of American troops (into Cambodia) can cause further complications in the international situation."

He also accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference." He accused the United States of attempting to solve the war in Indochina where its "main goal is to suppress progressive regimes and subject them to American interference."
The reason the Poly Royal Board refused to give a written statement to the Iranian Student Association is that the Club was not willing to submit a copy of all the literature they planned to distribute or post at Poly Royal, nor were they willing to sign such literature. Why did this organization feel a written notice was necessary when no other club or organization received one? They had fear that after

**LETTER TO THE EDITOR**

Iranian tactics questioned

Editor:
The purpose of this article is to clear up several facts that were obviously mistreated in Mr. Ghasseme’s article last Friday in the Mustang Daily.

REWARD
Lost Small Black Lab. Dog. Piamo Beach Tag #85 — Contact Campus Security or Woods Animal Shelter

For Busy Students

BODY MASSAGE
by professional Masseuse
for relief of tired, sore, stiff muscle
Introductory special $6.00. For appointment
Phone 343-7771 1223 McNear St. SLO

_locked in these fuel pellets, which contain uranium, is an incredible amount of energy._

For instance, one cubic foot of Uranium-235 will generate more electricity than 32 billion cubic feet of natural gas.

At Edison, we’ve been using uranium fuel pellets like these for the past two years. The energy they release spins the giant turbines that makes electricity at the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station.

This peaceful use of the atom means a reliable source of low-cost electricity for our customers. It also means progress without adding to Southern California’s environmental problems. With nuclear power plants, maintaining clean air is not a problem. Neither is radiation. No one has ever been injured by radiation from any commercial nuclear power plant in the United States. And plants have been operating for more than 12 years. After all, even President and Mrs. Nixon live next door to a nuclear plant when they’re at the “Western White House” in San Clemente. It’s less than 3 miles from San Onofre.

In the years ahead, Edison will build more nuclear power units to meet the critical need for more electricity — now doubling about every 8 years. Engineering and design work is underway now for two additional units at San Onofre. They are scheduled for commercial operation in 1976 and 1977. Thereafter, the only major generating facilities Edison will build in the South Coast Basin will be nuclear units. We made this commitment as part of our continuing efforts toward a cleaner, more attractive environment for everyone.

To us, that’s important.

Southern California Edison
An Equal Opportunity Employer
IT'S MY VIEW

Student disappointed

by CHUKU C. EZIKPE

I am not here to condemn any of the parties involved, but I am trying to express my personal views. It seems to me that the minds that led to the current situation are indeed very unfortunate. I am not here to comment on the Iranian international situation, but I am trying to express my views from the experiences and knowledge of the U.S. students. The support the Iranian dictatorship has resulted in the execution of Iranian political opposition members. To whatever degree this might be true, I do not deem it wise to have used Poly Royal as a media for international politics. We have our right to dissent against our respective governments, but according to international law and international relations, we are only honorable residents in a foreign country when we keep up with our own diplomatic commitment with reasonable respect to the laws of the land.

As an African student, I was very much disappointed when I noticed that the name of our association was listed among those that gave full support to the Iranian cause. I believe that the support (if any) given to the Iranian students association was on the cultural aspect of the bone of contention. We shall be acting out of the international relations concept if any of us meddles into our hosts' politics. Most of us are looking forward to becoming leaders of a country. I do not think we shall be ready to stomach any political blackmail even though it is said that to laugh at a jest that plants a thorn into another's breast is to become a principal in the mischief.

Student HVCHUKU C. EZIKPE

LEABER J. Young, a 30-year-old history lecturer at this college, is the object of concern in her department. Miss Young failed to attend her Friday class and has not been seen since. Attempts at reaching her by phone were failed, and a police investigation of her San Luis Obispo apartment revealed nothing irregular.

Dr. H. Eugene Smith, head of the History Department, expressed concern over Miss Young's disappearance. "She is a very nice person. She has been a teacher a couple of years and is a good, conscientious, well-respected person," according to Dr. Smith. "We hope Miss Young will reappear in her teaching position if she returns by Thursday."

Lecturer lost

EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS
June-September • R T. Los Angeles-London Also within Europe

SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR
July 1st to Sept. 1999
GOLDEN CALIFORNIA TOURS
5545 East Seventh St.
Long Beach, Calif. 90804
Ph: 310-434-7777

SUMMER QUARTER
LIVE AT TROPICANA VILLAGE
FEATURING
• ALL PRIVATE ROOMS
• CO-ED
• SWIMMING POOLS
• TENNIS COURTS
• GREAT FOOD

ONLY

$320

FOOD SERVICE
7 DAYS A WEEK
(the others only serve 5 days)
Baseball nine drop three

The Mustang baseball team was eliminated from the California Collegiate Athletic Association title chase by Cal Poly, Pomona, last weekend.

The Mustangs, who tripped the Broncos thrice in a weekend set earlier in the season, could not find a winning note this time around and fell before the Pomona bats three times.

Dave Oliver scampered to second base against Cal Poly Pomona last weekend. Photo by I-top

Intramural track meet scheduled for May 15

So, you think you're an athlete? Your chance to prove your capabilities will come on Friday, May 15, when the annual Cal Poly Intramural Track and Field Meet will be held on the new track behind the Men's Gym.

Scheduled running events will include the 100, 220, 440, and 880 yard dashes, the miles, 70 yard high hurdles, 120 yard low hurdles and the 440 and 880 yard relays. The field events include the long jump, high jump, pole vault, shot put, discus and the year the triple jump has been added to the list of events.

These events are open to all clubs, teams, and individuals except members of the Cal Poly Track team.

Sign-ups will begin at 3 p.m. on the new track, with field events beginning at 3:30 and running events beginning at 4 p.m. Short spikes or flats will only be allowed on the new track.

Trophies will be given to the first place winners in each event.

Deadline

Jerald Holley, director of admissions and records, has announced that no withdrawals from courses can be made after the seventh week of instruction.

The seventh week of instruction is over at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, May 12, 1970.

VACATION SALE!

AT

Student Services West

Round Trip to TOKYO $350

Round Trip to EUROPE $299

NEW EUROPEAN CHARTER

August 24th

From Col. - La From NY - $188

New Europeen Charter

For complete travel programs and information on tours, travel insurance, I.D. cards, jobs abroad, rail passes, and car leases and purchases, available only to CSU students, faculty, staff, and their immediate families.

Flights on TIA and Pan Am

Travel arrangements by

T-M Travel, 60 N. First Street, San Jose

The FTD Best Bouquet.

*As an independent business, each FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.

Mobil College Square Service

Foothill & Chorro

good thru June 1st

It's Fun to Go F relax with

EXER-GENIE EXERCISER

For body toning & muscle conditioning

Used only 10 min. daily by astronauts and professional athletes. Free Demonstration

Phone 543-7771

1232 Mission St. S. L. O.

Cal Poly Student Special

6 X stamps with fill up.

FREE tube — with oil — a filter

changes 15% discount

ON ALL PARTS

MOM

College Square Service

Foothill & Chorro

Give Mom a Big hug early.

And make Mother's Day last longer.

Or country. A special arrangement. yours.

For a very special mother. Yours.
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